
Message 

From: Neil Crawford [/O=STUDIO E/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=NEIL] 

Sent: 01/07/2015 19:03:10 
To: Kevin LambHCW [Kevinlamb@harleycw.co.uk] 

Subject: RE: Grenfell Tower 

Attachments: DOC037.pdf 

Hi Kevin 

Please see attached, 

Regards 
Neil 

From: Kevin LambHCW [mailto:Kevinlamb@harleycw.co.uk] 
Sent: 01 July 2015 16:57 
To: Neil Crawford 
Subject: FW: Grenfell Tower 

Neil, 

Wrong neil below 

Kevin Lamb 

From: Kevin LambHCW 
Sent: 01 July 2015 13:51 
To: 'slawrence@rydon .eo. u k' 
Cc: neil@nsbs.eu ; Daniel Anketeii-Jones (Daniel@harleycw.co.uk); Ben BaileyHCW; Mark Stapley 
(Mark@harleycw.co.uk) 
Subject: Grenfell Tower 

Neil, 

Please find attached revised coping detail to the Crown element. 

If you could have a quick look and pass your comments, we shall then reissue the whole of this element for 
construction, based upon your previous approvals. 

Having a shorter coping will allow it to run between columns being far more tidy, also not interfering with the existing 
grilles. 

Regards 

Kevin Lamb 
Project Designer 
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Email Disclaimer: 
This email has been sent by Harley Curtain Wall Ltd. The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the 
addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorised. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or 
omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. Any views expressed in this message, are those of the individuals sender, except where the 
sender specifically states them to be the views ofHarley Curtain Wall Ltd. Whilst Harley Curtain Wall Ltd takes reasonable precautions to scan email content for 
viruses, we cannot give warranties or assurances about the safety and contents of this email including any attachments herewith. It is the responsibility of the 
recipient to scan the email and any attachments herewith sent for malicious content. 
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